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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Sonic Drive-in from Nashville-Davidson metropolitan
government (balance). Currently, there are 15 dishes and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please

contact the restaurant owner directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Nicole Marie likes
about Sonic Drive-in:

I wasn't sure they was open the sign by the rd is broken) but I turned around an they was I got a shake an sonic
blast an it was full of resess my favorite they didn't short me like most other places do brought me straw an

spoon's an napkins as well read more. What A T Coffee doesn't like about Sonic Drive-in:
Bergers was ok. After i wiped off the extra mayo,mustard, and ketchup. The onion rings were the worst evening
thing fried is sweet and couldn't be cooked at the right temperature because of it swimming in oil. Don't get that

cup of alegent lemonade concoction it is horrible. read more. With the extensive diversity of coffee and tea
specialties, a visit to Sonic Drive-in becomes even more attractive, Naturally, you can't miss out on the delicious
burgers, which are accompanied by sides like fries, salads, or wedges provided. If you have not much hunger,

you can treat yourself to one of the fine sandwiches, a small salad or another snack.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
LEMON

10 m�� popular
SHAKE

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
CHEESE BURGER

Sid� Order�
MAYO

Sauce�
KETCHUP

Desser�
MILKSHAKES

�ngerfoo�
ZWIEBELRINGE

So� drink�
LEMONADE

Frenc� Frie�
TATER TOTS

Beverage�
SWEET TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Doubl� Dow�
TOTS

Ingredient� Use�
BACON

ONION

SENF
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